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LAN BASED PMX SYSTEM

PMX II LAN version has all the features of PMX II standalone but it runs 
on LAN environment and would be able to work with other Amperes IP 
products such as Music Client, Communication Box and soon the IP 
MatriMix. In addition, it contains the extension modules of equipment User 
Interface, such as QP2000, FI6000, AX3800 and other upcoming models 
which would be available for free updates.

With the extension modules, user shall be able to control and monitor 
status of equipment from multiple locations within the local area network. 
Among them, controlling the volume control of power amplifiers, fault 
changeover notifications, emergency paging activation alert and so forth. 
Application of these extensions would require the usage of iPX5500 
communication box, which receives RS485 data from equipment and 
send to the PMX software and vice versa.

With the advent of IP technology in PA systems, PMX LAN would be the 
essential component sought after and it is a cost efficient way to an 
advanced paging system.
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Components in PMX LAN

Client Info :
Showing music clients connected to system

Emergency Paging Status :
Indications for emergency paging in progress

Playlist :
List of messages or songs for playback

System message:
Status of PMX communication

Paging and message
Click to access paging control panel

Scheduling
Events / messages scheduled for playback

Combox Manager:
Interfacing to external equipment for monitoring and control

Playback Controls : 
Control buttons for music playback

PMX IP Info : 
Information of PMX IP address

HARDWARE REQUIREMENT :

PC with 4GB RAM ( higher RAM required for simultaneous multichannel music playback ) with Windows 8 and above 
operating system. Intel i3 and above processor or equivalent recommended.
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